Logistics.

- Sign up: [https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/14qi0P8X0jUdwar0sV0jugI57MorvzHSeli7Fj0Vp90/edit?usp=sharing](https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/14qi0P8X0jUdwar0sV0jugI57MorvzHSeli7Fj0Vp90/edit?usp=sharing).
- Time limit: 10 minutes. This will be strictly enforced to ensure every team can present. This will be followed by a 2 minute Q&A, during which the next team can get set-up.
- You will give each other feedback via peer evaluation forms.
- Divide the presentation approximately equally amongst the team members.

Presentation guidelines.

1. The presentation should, at the minimum, convey the (a) motivation, (b) problem setting, and (c) your solution. I would recommend around 3-4 minutes per part.

2. Be very selective in what you choose to present. For example, provide only the most compelling motivations, or the most interesting results/insights. Do not simply dump everything that you’ve done.

3. Be extremely sparse on text. Do not dump a bunch of information in text on your slide like in Figure 1a. Instead, aim for a heading and at most one sentence per slide, accompanied by a graphic or plot like in Figure 1b.

(a) This is a slide that loses the audience’s engagement.

(b) This is a slide with a graphic that grabs the audiences attention and conveys one idea.